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T E WOOS TEE VOICE
Process
To Be Examined

Tenure
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President or his designate The.
Statute of Instruction. This committee will submit recommendations
for changes in The Statute of JnA
structlon to the faculty for discus-
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sion and vote.
The motion was offered for four
main reasons: (1) The Statute oA
Instruction was last reviewed in
1972-7Lewis believes it is time to
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review it again.

(2) The College should
the process by which tenure is
granted and should not necessarily
be governed by a procedure approved eleven years ago.
(3) The present elected committee system was created in the early
1970's, in part,
the
power of the faculty. Lewis
stressed the need for reevaluating
the structure to determine if it is
still functional and desirable today,
(4) The faculty should also reex-- !
re-exami- ne

to-decentrali-

.
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Russell directs members of The Wooster Chorus. The Chorus will perform in the upcoming
Festival and at McGaw Chapel this Sunday at 10:80 a.m. Photograph by Beth Koreman.
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Festival Honors Brahms, Schumann
By CHUCK CRAIG

anist, thanks in part to a promise and deceit to turn Clara against
from his former piano teacher, Robert The torture was only partly
n
secret
Friedrich Weick. that within three relieved through
years Robert could become one of meetings.
This agony continued for four
the great pianists of all time.
Thus began Schumann's musical years across Europe as she toured
career. He studied intensively and and he worked in Vienna, but they
devised a method for making the continued to surreptitiously exweekends.
The festival commenced Jn Octo- fourth finger Just as flexible as the change ardent notes. Finally
on Page 5
featur- others by keeping it rigid and
ber with two lecture-recitaing Karl Geiringer, the emminent extended as the others continued to
function.
musicologist.
Robert Schumann was born in To his great horror, this brought
Germany in 1810. Interested in on not pianistie flexibility, but in- literature, he was pushed towards curable paralysis. His career as a
the legal profession at an early virtuoso was a lost dream.
Attempting to seriously take up
age.
Professor Larry Stewart, chaircomposition,
he gave way to fits of
piano
study
to
began
Schumann
person
of the English Department,
Eventudepression.
overwhelming
at age six and soon began writing
his own music. At an early age he ally be plunged into bis work, also and Michael Allen. EditorAdviser
ft of the
Wooster Review, take great
gathered eight of his friends into a establishing the Journal Neue
in announcing the estabpleasure
cona
Musik,
voice
for
for
piano
small orchestra and played
lishment of an Academy of Amerireductions of great classical sym-- i temporary musicians.
Despite all he had been through, can Poets College Poetry Prize at
phonies with a neighbor.
greatest frustration The College of Wooster. The prize,
was
Schumann's
great
the
influence
Another
$100 "for the best poem or group of
was yet to come.
work of Frans Schubert.
has been
Unfortunately his father, who When Schumann was eighteen, he poems by a student,"
thanks to an endowgreatly encouraged his musical met Clara Wieck, his piano teach- established
studies, died at an early age, leav--! er's daughter and then nine years ment by Mrs. Susan Shepard, an
ing Robert to the rule of his moth- - old; Although she made no great alumna of the' college, in memory
impression immediately, he soon of her grandmother, Cora Owlett
er, who sent mm to taw scnooi.
was
amazed by her ability as a Latxer. The endowment is large
his
torn
Remaining
between
in concert pianist, which her father enough to establish the prize in
greater
Interest
his
and
studies
'
perpetuity.
music, he finally convinced his was raising her to be.
Posters will appear this week
games
with
playing;
to
He
took
a
could
become
he
mother that
announcing
the contest, which is
her,
to
reading
stories
brilliant musician and .virtuoso pi her and
becoming quite close. From age 12, separate from the Ralph Kinsey
Clara worshipped Robert. It was Memorial Prize and The Wooster
On February 13, 1984 in Washington D.C., 1983 graduate Ian Har-tric-k when she was 16 and he 25 that Review Poetry and Fiction Contest.
The Judges for the academy contest
they realized they were In love.
died of a heart attack.
However, Freidrich Wieck would will be Michael Allen, contest coorIan received ft Bachelor of Arts
Hilty, Assoin History from the College and let nothing stand in the way of dinator, and Deborah
was a former Voice staff member. Clara's career as a virtuoso pian ciate Professornoof English. Poets
more than three
He had been attending graduate ist, especially a love affair and should submit
poems
to
Michael
U3)
Allen's office
indigent
and
marriage
an
University.
with
Georgetown
at
school
Babcocx no later wan
Services were held yesterday at neurotic young composer. Forbi-didn- g in lower
them to ever meet again, he March 17, 1984. The prize winner or
10:00 a.m. in Brecksville, Ohio.
William
to Dresden, threatening to winners will be announced at The
and
sent
parents.
her
Arlene
The
Wooster Literary Festival, March
L. Hartrick, suggest donations in kill Robert when he went there.
when the Kinsey Prize and
For fifteen months they had no
his memory be made to the charity
.
contact,
.his
lies
began
Continued on Page 8
Wieck
choice.
and
of the contributor's
For the seventh consecutive year,
the Music Department will present
a series of recitals honoring a
particular composer or composers.
Honoring Johannes Brahms and
Robert Schumann, this year's festival will be held over the next two
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By EMILY DRAGE
These proposals would be disAt the All Faculty meeting on
January 31, Arn Lewis submitted a cussed during the faculty meetings
motion that the faculty elect five of November, December, and Febfaculty members to review with the ruary 1985 meetings.
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amine all faculty committees to
determine if all are essential and if
the time spent on these committees
by members of the faculty is time

rwell used.: -

The motion will be voted upon at
the March meeting of. the faculty.
If this motion is approved,: the
Committee members would be
elected by approval voting held
during the March meeting.
This will enable the Committee to
begin its review immediately in
order to submit any recommendations for changes by the November,
19M, faculty meeting.
I

If the faculty approved any

changes and the Board of Trustees
also supported the changes, the
revised Statute would replace the
current one at the earliest possible
and convenient date.
Vice President for Academic Affairs, Donald Harward, has expressed his views on tenure, suggesting that "there are two basic
options available: the placement of
a quota or 'lid' on the number of
tenurable positions in each department or at the overall College; and
a holding track system, which
would give extended contracts and

designate certain professors as tenurable instead of tenurlng them at
that particular time. This would
give the system more flexibility.
Both options have been reviewed
and rejected by the College at this

time."

Harward maintained that the

Col-

lege would most likely follow a

conservative path within the
present system, trying to keep the
number of people tenured at a

resonable level; while attempting to
meet change In curriculum.
Presently, each year, beginning
in January, departments put forward professors, typically In the
sixth year of full time contract, for
tenure. Persons believed to merit
tenure are recommended by their
respective department and then
proceed to gather their- personal
information Justifying their
on Page 8
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proposer of
motion to review "The Statute of
Lewis
Instruction," which dictates the College's present tenure process.
Photogrtrh by Beth Kereaan.
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The Correlation
between the Vatican,

Sports Illustrated,
and Wooster
The creeping tendrils of the W.B.S. (Wooster Boredom
Syndrome) have crept into our souls and refuse to loosen
their grip enough to let us get worked up enough to even
write a decent editorial about the things that we used to think
important. Things like Nazis in the Vatican and intercontinental ballistic missiles used to spark some modicum of
interest.
Our minds and conversations have stilled to four stagnant
categories: I.S., food, alcohol, and men. What can one say
about I.S.? Our lives revolve around it, but no one wants to
discuss Nonaligned Yugoslavs or The Sufferings of the
women. So we never dwell longer on the subject
than to bewail our lack of accomplishment and jump to food,
a topic which is in its self worrisome. The battle of Food
Service vs. Dominos deserves an editorial of its own, so we
won't touch it.
Gratitude for our sobriety after trying to fill Abe
Lincoln's empty shoes makes us reluctant to say more about
alcohol than that we have been driven by the life threatening
situations which occur whenever we enter Wooster bars in
khakis to flee and invent our own drinks in hidden
sancturaries of our own. Besides, the only safe drinks in
Wooster establishments seem to be straight Jack Daniels or
beer.
Before seeming too ethnocentric we come to our fourth
and most interesting topic: men. That topic is the saddest to
us because all we do here after four years is look. Probably
because we can no longer deal with the two Wooster
approaches. Either they tell you after a week that they love
you, and you say. "OK. Fine, bye," thinking that love after a
week is ridiculous. Or when they haven't got the nerve to tell
you that they are no longer interested up pops the ever
wonderful, "I'm not ready for a serious relationship." And
one replies "Who is? OK. Fine, bye!"
Although we may be bored we are still cognizant enough
to realize that Wooster males could probably match us
complaint for complaint and abuse for abuse, only they'd be
using the pronoun, "she." Our congnizance has also led to the
proposed change of the W.B.S. (Wooster Boredom Syndrome)
to the W.B.S.I. (The Wooster Bathing Suit Issue). Sports
Illustrated, a respected publication, does it on the deepest,
darkest, dankest days of winter, so why not the Voice? Major
universities all have calendars displaying, their prize specim-ine- s,
so why not Wooster?
And so please send us all your suggestions, everyone must
know at least one Buffy, Skip, Adonis or Aphrodite who
deserves immortalization via long underwear in the pages of
the Voice. Look for the W.B.S.I. on newsstands everywhere soon.
Elizabeth Koreman
Tali Tomsic
Julio-Claudi- an

Soup And
By KAREN SAPIO
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War Is Manifestation
Of Male Domination

affects of militarism are
Militarism affects everyone, but
very evident in today's world. Dis- -i its affects on women are of particn- -l
proportionately high military lar concern to women's organiza
spending by the super powers and tions in the political, economic, and!
their allies leads to the neglect of religious spheres.
Many women believe that' militabasic human needs both by the
governments themselves, and by rism is a direct manifestation of
whole economies geared towards patriarchal aggressiveness
of
maintaining and strengthening mil- male ascendancy and power. Beitary power.
cause of this, they assert, militaAnd the human cost of the all too rism is a central issue in the fight
numerous armed conflicts all over for women's liberation.
the world cannot be measured.
For example, high military
The
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Food Service Worker
Protests Meal Hours
--

Editors:
These new hours for food service
might be good for the student
athletes, but they do not take into
consideration the people that have
to readjust their schedules because
they will have to work later into the
evening. If Mr. Copeland's reasoning is that we, as employees, have
more time in the afternoon to do
things, then he is very wrong. As
was pointed out by the Voice on

February 3, 1984: "There are

speakers to hear in the evening,
movies to see. and other activities
to partake in." With these new
hours, the employees will not be
getting off until later so they will
have less of a chance to make the
evening programs that they might
wish to attend. Also, the athletes
are not the only customers that
come in at the end of the meaL
I also have to wonder how much
consideration was given by Mr.
Copeland to the needs of the students that come in and eat at 4:45
and leave just before 5:00.
These new hours are most unfair
to the student workers. The only
smart decision that Mr. Copeland
made was not to extend the hours
on Friday, Saturday and Sunday
nights. These1 new hours are bound
to have an adverse effect on the
student workers. Some of the student workers have- prior- - commit
.

--

--

--

ments in the early evening, which
they may now not be able to keep.
I, as a student employee, feel
that this decision is wrong. This is
an academic institution. With Mr.
Copeland's decision, you have to
wonder who really runs this college? Is it the Administration or
the Athletic department?
Doug Dantzer
Box
Student Supervisor
C-1- 4U

spending hits women particularly
hard because it often leads to cuts
in funding for things such as health
care for pregnant women and for
young children, aid to poor
of which are headed by
single women, and for child care
and educational facilities for children.
Militarism also contributes to oppressive attitudes towards women
by promoting the idea of power and
submission.
Victory and the authority to
make your interests the dominant
ones in world affairs are associated
with strength and masculinity,
whereas defeat and subjugation are
associated with the weak and the
feminine.
j
Even in the training of members
of the armed forces, the trainees
tare put down when they express
fami-liesrma-

ny

I

!

"womanish" characteristics ...

such as weakness or sensitivity.
This is not to say that women are
' inherently peaceful; or that men
are by nature violent and dominating. But in many ways, militarism
does affect women in very oppres--'
sive ways; both by the way it hurts
their economic and social
and by the whole attitude of
domination vs. subjugation which it
propogates.
Therefore, the women's movement must commit itself to working against the militarization of
society and to seeking alternative
j ways of "conflict
resolution for the
goal of human survival.
;
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Shakespearian Actor
To Present Readings

News
Digest

By SUSAN FIGGE

I

What name is still proverbial
when we think of the words poet or
play?
Whose works have we aU sampled at some point in our educational careers? Shakespeare, of course.
Color Me Shakespetre, readings
from the greatest writer our language has ever known, is the title
for the presentation by Phi Beta
Kappa Visiting Scholar, Arnold
-

Brief Summary
Of World Events
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Compiled by Chris Lose
(Moscow) President Yuri Andropov died Thursday at the age of 69,
after a long illness, the Soviet
Union announced. He had been in
power 15 months. A bulletin released disclosed that Andropov had

suffered from kidney sclerosis,
along with high blood pressure and
diabetes. His death thrust the

,

Kremlin into its second process of
political succession in little over a
year.
(Moscow) Konstantin Chernenko
was named as the new Soviet
Communist party general secretary. Chernenko, 72, the chief party
ideologist, had earlier been chosen
as head of Andropov's funeral commission, and had buried the former
leader Tuesday. Chernenko had reportedly failed in the power struggle after the death of Brezhnev in
1882, and had to fight for his
political career, engineering a remarkable comeback. Some authorities feel that there might be a
division of power within the Politburo, instead of a concentration as
with Andropov. Relations with the
U.S. are expected to change or
improve little with the change in
leadership.
(Beirut) President Reagan has
set into motion plans to remove the
Marines from Beirut within a
month, officials reported. Reagan
is meeting with Jordan's King Hussein, and selling 1,600 antiaircraft
missiles to Jordan against a possible Syrian move, while keeping a
tough stance in talks with Syria.
Lebanese President , Gemayel assured his government of continued
U.S. support The evacuation of
American and other civilians was
completed Saturday, under fire in
Beirut A settlement is still being
sought by the administration with
Syria after the shelling of Syrian
positions by the battleship New
Jersey, as the pullout of British and
Italian troops was completed.
(Beirut) Reports of large numbers of PLO fighters infiltrating
into Lebanon has sparked fears of
renewed conflicts. Although reports
have yet to be verified, observers
said there is good reason to believe
that 1.000 PLO men have entered
into Beirut's southern suburbs, with
several hundred more, waiting in
Cyprus. A PLO processing center
has reported to have been set up in
Shweif at east of Beirut airport
(Cape Canaveral) The space
shuttle Challenger returned from
its fourth flight in good condition
but with damaged brakes, NASA
said. The brakes on any of the 10
previous missions have not withstood landing forces so far, and
NASA officials said that the crew
was not in any danger at any time.
Earlier difficulties such as the loss
of two satellites and a broken
mechanical arm were partly offset
by two successful spaeewaDcs.
(Washington) President Reagan's
administration announced plans to
offer legal status and citizenship
possibilities to more than 100,000
Cubans who came to the U.S. by
sea from the port of MarieL in 1880.
Officials said the Cubans were eligible under a 1888 law. the Cuban
Adjustment Act The Cubans were
allowed into the country in 1880 by
President Carter, exercising his
emergency parole powers.

Moss.
Mr. Moss, an actor and director,
has been starred on Broadway and
throughout the United States in
I
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and has played leading roles in 25
Hollywood films. He has been a
distinguished visiting professor and
artist in residence at many colleges
and universities.
In addition he is the constructor
of scores of crossword puzzles in
the New York Timet Magazine and
in puzzle collections.
Color Me Shtkespeare win be
presented in Mateer Auditorium.
Thursday. Feb. 23, at 8:15 p.m.

many of Shakespeare's leading
roles and for 20 years was the only
American to be invited to present
various plays of the Bard at the
Library of Congress.
Of Shakespeare Mr. Moss says,
"If we and the English language,
as we know it survive 500 years,
the civilized world will still be
reading Shakespeare, acknowledging his unrivaled palette of words,
the dazzling spectrum of his
thoughts, his unique insight into the
human heart and spirit" .
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Norman Johnson delivering his address on the campaign of Jesse
Jackson at last Tuesday's convocation. Photograph by Beth Kore-man.

CampUS

PaulH.
Dr. Moss has made over 100
guest appearances on television
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Job Market
Looking Up
For '84classGrads

distinguished Shakespearian

actor, Arnold Moss has also perwith the
formed as narrator-solois- t
Boston, Detroit and Milwaukee
Symphony Orchestras, and in 1878
made his opera debut at the Lyric
Opera of Chicago and at La Scala
1".
in Milan, followed by a command
7
(CPS)
of 1884 will performance before Pope John r
The
enjoy one of the most dramatic
upturns in the job market in recent
Arnold Moss. Phi BeU Kappa visit
history, according to two
kng scholar, will present "Color Mf)
national studies
S Ehakespeare" in Mateer Auditor
Vg
After several years. of dismal
Hum this Thursday at 8:15 p.m
On Wednesday, February 22, employment conditions for the naPnolo graph by Beth Keren an.
there will be a mass measles vacci- tion's college graduates, it appears
nation in Lowry Center. The vacci- job offers, as well as salaries, will
Q
ANVU$SYT
nation will be offered free to any be up significantly this spring. 5 For All Your Travel Needs:
College of Wooster student This
"At the BJL level, things are
service win be offered from 8 a.m. going to be up about 20 percent"
to 4 p.m.
proclaims Victor Linquist, placej
ment chief at Northwestern University and author of that school's
:
Endicott Report on the national job 1
market
I 346 E.
St. :
- "For the first time in several
years we're starting to see an ' ACROSS
00M
increase in the number of jobs for 1LSAI
GRE PSYCH
1NMB
VQE
TOEFL
UGREBI0
1
echoes
graduates,"
college
Jack
2GMAT
II
ALMOST
IS
SPRING BREAK
ACHIEVEMENTS
11
3 ECFMG
GRE
It SSAT
Shingleton, Michigan State's place- 14MCAT
12 NURSING BOS
1IPSAT
4 FLEX
13 CM
SNOB
13 SAT
The Student Activities Board is ment director and supervisor of J OAT
14 SPEE0 READING
14 ACT
INPBI
again offering a trip to Daytona MSUs annual jobs forecast
IS ESL REVIEW
1SMSKP
7NC8I
Although MSlTs study is noticea- '7PCAT
Beach, Florida. NEW, this year, is
INTRO
BC6FNS
B0CAT
.ShingleLAW SCHOOL
a land onlv nackace. Stop in the bly more conservative
'"Cr"
SAB office, 10-- 1 p.m. weekdays for ton expects only a five percent
254-653- 5
increase in the number of job offers
further information.
both jobs forecasts expect 1884
grads to fare far better than their
rr;
predecessors hi 1882 and 1883.
1 w teUUaTlBM J
Your EURAILPASS
bouncing
is
EDUCXnONAL CENTER on
The market overall
headquarters
two-yeCj0af.Ews4WMMndi
decline
back from this
we've been going through." notes
The Shaker House
lindquist.
JUST OFF THE
3700 Northfield Rd.
. Besides the predicted 20 percent
: COLLEGE CAMPUS
increase in job opportunities for
Ohio
Heights,
Shaker
four-yesays,
Lindquist
grads,
SHORT COURSES STILL TO BEI
"the market will also be strong at
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
OFFERED...
the master's level, up about 28
Due to a longer semester systemJ percent
JJAB3B5
year."
over
a '
urtat ax turn ttu nu mmmm-ithe following courses wiu oc al- - "The largestlast
areas
in
all
increase
tered after spring break.
is at the master's level in engineer1. ADVANCED CALLIGRAPHY
ing," he adds. "The 'Double E'
9 tMV.Tir.A1i COOKING
(electrical engineering) degree is
B
3. BEGINNING DARKROOM
up
going to be the crown prince
TECHNIQUES
along
year
percent
over
28
last
A. NT.W GAMES
And
computer sciStop in the SAB office, 10-- p.mJ with degrees in the
ence
area."
weekdays for runner lmormauon.
A
Shingleton thinks those figures
may be too optimistic, but agrees
&
On
Continued on Page 7
tVMost
WANTED: CreaUve. energetic!
individual to work consistently 4
Ihours per week, placing and filling
2522
posters on campus. Earn 8500 or
345-74more each school year,
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Vaccinations To
Be Given Free
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Typewriter Service and Sales

Maintenance
Typewriter Repair
Rentals Cleanings Supplies
Repairs
Electric Manual
Typewriters
Brands

Cleveland Road, Voostor
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RecordFor The van
Halen "1984"
-

By DREW VANDECREEK

Mackenzie Gallery:
An exhibition of prints and draw
ings by College of Wooster faculty

member George Olson will be
9 in
shown February
MacKenzie Gallery of the Severance Art Building. The public is
invited to an opening reception and
slide talk at 3 p.m. Sunday in the
Gallery.
Landscapes and plant studies
completed in London during a sabbatical last year will be shown.
Entitled "American Plants in Botanical Prints," the talk will provide a glimpse of familiar American plants in their natural habitats
compared with depictions of these
same plants in botanical illustrations from 1400 A.D. to the present
Material is drawn from botanical
manuscripts, original drawings and
books which Olson was able to
study in the British Museum, the
Victorian and Albert Museum, the
Linnaean Society, and the Royal
Library at Windsor.
19-Mar-

ch

Prints And Drawings By George Olson
Although Olson's sabbatical started in the summer of 1982, he feels
the work began with a course in the
biology of plants he took the preceding spring. After filling a large
notebook with drawings of algae,
fungi, pine cones and pineapples, it
was a short step to some of the
plant studies undertaken in London.
Works in this show were completed in three London locations: the
artist's small studio in Cadogan
Place; the Chelsea Physic Garden,
a
botanical garden on
the Thames River, and the London
Print workshop founded by the late
Birgit Skiold.
In the fall of 1982 Olson was
invited by Pimlico Press to submit
an original etching to a portfolio

.

Olson's London drawings and
prints have already been shown at
several exhibitions in England.
More recently he was featured in a
n
exhibition at Augustana
College in Illinois, and in a group
exhibition at Kuban galleries in
Cleveland. An exhibition of small
drawings at Denison University is
running concurrently with the
one-ma-

g
As
party music.
Wooster show.
Van Halen lacks the necessary
Olson has been with The College good humor and melodic form to
of Wooster art department since really cut the mustard; however,
1963 teaching painting, drawing and they must be doing something to
printmaking. He has had three sell their albums consistently at the
sabbaticals in London and has had platinum leveL What they do is
n
27
shows in the United market aggression. From its beginStates and England. His works nings with Black Sabbath and Led
have been in numerous shows, two Zeppelin, the term "heavy metal"
of which were organized by the has been loosely applied to harshly
being published in memory of Smithsonian Institution. His partici- aggressive music which eschews
Skiold. The portfolio contains 100 pation in two international drawing conventional blues-roc- k
sty lings for
prints by artists from Sweden, Ja- shows at the Middlesbrough Gal- a more raw sound. This movement
pan, Great Britain, the United lery in England led to his
n
has, in recent years, moved further
States and Canada.
exhibition there in 1983.
and further from conventional ar- 300-year-o-

Mari-vaux-

two-weeke-

nd

23-2-

1-- 3.

one-ma-

--

one-ma-

Columbia. Mo. Stephen Quandt, a

senior from

Princeton,

the production. Working closely

Emus
116 South

BE

j

Market St.

216

263-00- 35

Opens: Monday -- Saturday 9: 00am
Closes: 9:00pm Monday and Friday
5:00pm other days

pain-fille- d

well-rehears- ed

song-writi-
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Applications are now being accepted for the editorship of next
year's Voice and the editorship of
next year's Index All interested
applicants should contact a present
editor or Publications Committee
Chairman, Tim Franck. Applica- -'
tions will be due before spring
break.

'The Ultimate List' Of Great Albums
By DALE D. GRUBB
AND JOHN WILKINSON
Well audiophiles, as a cultural
obligation, we present what we
believe is the finest collection of
vinyl discs ever produced in the

brief yet exceedingly meaningful
pop era. You've seen the rest, now
here's the best
1. The Monkees
"Monkeeman-ia- "
Beatle clones, no way. These
four lads conquered musical mountains and vocal vistas that the Fab
Four could only dream of. Abbey
Road, get a due.
2. Roger Whitaker
"An My
Yon know the one where
Best"
he sings about the ship that lies
waiting in the harbor. Tomorrow
for old F.ngland it sails, but these
dulcet tones win sail to your soul
3. The Partridge Family
"Album"
What more can you say?
If you play "I Think I Love You"
backwards, you will hear "Jerry's
gone miss him, miss him," an
obviously scathing condemnation of
the CBS decision to cancel the hit
series, "My Mother The Car." Includes the now classic Reuben Kin-caid

Joke book.

Elvis Presley
"Blue Hawaii"
The hits from the movie.
This album reflects Elvls's "Ike
bumHout" period,' showing the'
4.

King's obvious depression about
album are the best thing to
Eisenhower's Middle East policy.
happen to the recording industry
tapes.
5. Tony DeFranco and the
since
Family
8. The Lettermen
"Save The Last
"Their
Dance For Me"
What more could
Shatters all greatest Hits"
guys
Illusions that a
boy you ask for? Three clean-cu- t
rock'n'roll. That's
can't sing serious rock'n'roll. My singing clean-cmom is 43, and she stfll has a America. Their harmonies are as
poster of this heartthrob in her solid as Sears and their enduing
bedrom. Nuf said.
popularity is Ford built tough.
6. Barry Manilow
"TryfaT To
9. Herb Alpert and the Tijuana
Get The Feeling"
A
Who can Brass
"The Lonely Bun"
overlook the impact of this block- tough choice, considering the veribuster disk, featuring Barry at his table plethora of classic instrumenbest You can look high and low, tal collections. Besides the fact that
but no one writes songs like Barry, the title is more than a little
or sings them like his beagle.
bizarre, we deem this the finest of
7. ALL
Recordings
Why the genre. .
buy hundreds of albums with those
10. Bobby Sherman
"Cried
useless long play tunes when you Like A Baby"
What other stancan buy just a few
albums dard musical gem can you find on
that have all of your favorite hits the back of a box of Honeycombs?
by an of your favorite performers Say no more. ? v
condensed under one dust jacket.
Happy listening! ! !
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Applications
For Voice
And Index
Editors Now
Being Accepted

The band "Forecast" during their performance in Lowry
last Wednesday. Photograph by Beth Koreman.
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presented in English.
"The Isle of Reason" is a fantasy
which takes place on an island in
space, inhabited by "thinking" na
tives. As the play opens, a small
group of Europeans land on the
island to find that unless they are
ruled by reason, they shrink to the
size of infants.
"It has been most difficult to
achieve the metaphor of growing
and shrinking," says Schultz. "We
keep having to go back to the fact
that the characters are babies in a
Utopian environment."
The 15 actors involved in the play
have been working with improvisa-tion- l
techniques to obtain a legitimate interpretation of Marivaux's
abstract ideas.
The costumer for the play is Absurd consequences face the charMargo Scruggs, a sophomore from acters of "The Isle of Reason."

rangements toward raw noise. The
latest flag bearers include Van
Halen, Judas Priest and Quiet Riot,
featuring crashing anthems of alienation and hard living. It is a sad
commentary on our society that
this
music dominates
radio and the charts today.
As an album, "1984" must be
considered dross. The exceptions
are "Jump" and "Panama," a pair
of catchier pop songs. The rest of
the album plunges into an orgy of
bad songwritirig. "Hot for Teacher" and "Girl Gone Bad" break
new ground in cliches previously
though to be mined dry. "Drop
Dead Legs" and other clones run
through the same
moves over and over.
As a band. Van Halen is blessed
with different levels of musical
ability, absolutely minimal
talent and shrewd business
sense. The third is most obvious in
"1984" as it has been throughout
Van Halen's wildly successful career. This album exhibits no musical substance; rather, it is based
upon a shrewd reading of the emo
tional state of America's young
rock listeners.

r

N.J.,

deigned the lighting plot and Ken
Wolf, a sophomore from Washington, D.C., is technical director for

with Schutz is assistant director is
Kathy Keys, sophomore from Baltimore, Md.
American premiere but also
Tickets for "The Isle of Reason"
from French by Prof. are 94 for adults and $2 for stuTom Tug eon. head of the theater dents. They are available at the
department at Kenyon College. The Freedlander Theatre Box Office.
Wooster production will be the first
time ever the play will have been
newly-translat-

hard-rockin-

ld

Modern Absurdist Play
To Premier At Wooster

's
The American premier of
"The Isle of Reason" is set
for a
run at The
College of Wooster February
5
and March
The French master-wor- k
is scheduled to begin at 8:15
each night in Shoolroy Theater.
Under the direction of Stanley
Schutz, the play is not only an

For Van Halen it's the sixth time
around and again they rely on an
aggressive sonic assault to win the
hearts of young America. Eddie
Van Halen's playing is as technically stunning and emotionally empty
as ever. Although an acrobatic
onstage performer, David Lee Roth
remains one of rock's most soulless
vocalists. Roth delivers all of his
lines with a macho leer and an
assortment of howls and screams;
all this, when added to an aggressive rhythm section amounts to an
inconsequential sonic boom.
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Brahms, Schumann Festival

Galendar
Compiled by Susan Figge

Friday, February 17
Saturday, February 18
FILM: 48 Hours, Mateer Auditorium, 7:00 and
ICHABOD'S: Live band, 10-- 2 a.m.

30

p.m., $ 1.00

n
Festival, Mackey Hall, 7:30 p.m.
FILM: 48 Honrs, Mateer Auditorium. 7:00 and 9:30 p.m., 81.00.
ICHABOD'S: Concluding Celebration of Black History Week,
10:00-2:0- 0
a.m.

CONCERT:

Brahms-Schuman-

Sunday, February

19 Wooster

WESTMINSTER CHURCH WORSHIP: The
McGaw Chapel, 10:30 a.m.
EXHIBITION OPENING: Prints and Drawings
MacKenzie Gallery. Severance Art Studios, A slide
on American Plants in Botanical Prints followed by

Chorus,

by George Olson.

talk by the artist

a reception in the

gallery 3 p.m.
FILM: Le Crime de Monsieur Lange. France, 1936. directed by
Jean Renoir. Renoir, one of the most important directors in film
history, has made Monsieur Lange a movie whose central themeis
murder, but not by typical killers or for the usual reasons. The film's
ensemble of eccentric characters and innovative techniques leave us
feeling as much charm as chill. Screenplay by Jacques Prevert In
French with English subtitles. Mateer Auditorium. 7:30 p.m.
n
Festival. Mackey Hall. 7:30 p.m.
CONCERT:
Brahms-Schuman-

February
Tuesday, Hang
Stuart

21

Ling, Department of
on Sloopy!
CONVOCATION:
Music. Why would grown up people be likely to shout out such a
phrase, and why would a highly esteemed professor of music and
director of the Wooster Jazz Ensemble and the Scot Band choose
such a title for his convocation? Find out at 11 a.m. in Mateer
Auditorium.
CLERGY ACADEMY OF RELIGION: Economics: Conflicting
Values in National and Global Perspectives. Robert J. Berg.
Overseas Development Council, Lean Lecture Room. 1:15 p.m.

.

22
February
Wednesday,
Prophecy
Frenzy: Oracles
LECTURE: Fraud
and

in Ancient

and

husband.

Greece. Julie Johnson. Department of Classical Studies, continuing
the series on The Relevance of Greece, Lean Lecture Room, 4 p.m.
p.m.
ICHABOD'S:
9-- 11

Thursday, February

23

NATIONAL AUDUBON WILDLIFE FILM: Okavango by John
Panos. McGaw Chapel. 7:30 p.m.
GREAT DECISIONS: International Debt Crisis and Economic
Development. Robert Berg, Overseas Development Council, Lean
Lecture Room. 7:30 p.m.
,
LECTURE: Color Me Shakespeare, Arnold Moss, Phi Beta
City,
Mateer
York
Kappa Visiting Scholar, actor and director, New
Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
,
THEATER: The Isle of Reason, Marivaux, directed by Stanley
Schutz, Shoolroy Theatre. 8:15 p.m. Admission free to College of
Wooster students, but tickets are required.

SAB Trips Coming Up
ACTIVITIES ACCENT

Three more trips are being run until semester break through the
cooperative efforts of the Dean's Office and the Student Activities
.
Board.
A trip to downtown Akron. Enjoy a
SATURDAY. FEB. 18
sightseeing trip to the renowned Akron Art Museum and enjoy its
exhibits of modern and contemporary art in a beautifully renovated
huge post office building.
,
,
. .,
Columbus Zoo, OSU and an evening in
SATURDAY. FEB. 25
Columbus' famous German Village.
A trip to the Air Force Museum at
SATURDAY. MARCH 8
Wright Patterson AFB in Dayton. Ohio. This is one of the world's-oldes- t
and largest aviation museums. Stop on the way home at the
famous French Market
IMPORTANT REMINDER: Some of these trips are quite full. It
change your
is imperative that if something should come up and you
day
mind or yon cannot go that you notify the SAB office before, the
as
this
show
not
to
Just
most
inconsiderate
trip.
is
It
of the scheduled
deprives another individual of the opportunity. We want as many
them. AH
people as possible to enjoy these trips. Please do not abuse 10-1
p.m.
sign-up- s
and questions can be done In the SAB office,
weekdays.
--

'

Continued from Page 1
brought
suit against Freidrich
ert
Wieck to permit the marriage.
After a long and agonizing trial,
Robert and Clara won the right to
be married and were on September
12, 1840. Thus began the happiest
and most productive years of the
composer's life.
For some time he continued to
compose, edit his journal, and
teach, but nervous disorders and
melancholia forced him to give up
all but bis composition in 1844.
Six years later, he was well
enough to take up a post as a
conductor in Dusseldorf, but his
nervousness, irritability, and memory lapses caused him to resign
under pressure in 1853.
He was beginning to be tormented by hearing voices and musical
sounds. He heard melodies dictated
during visits by the great masters.
Although his friendship with the
young Brahms was pleasant, he
was doomed and realized it, saying
"the night is beginning to falL"
One cold, rainy night he attempted to commit suicide by jumping
into the Rhine. Rescued and taken
home after this, he was confined to
an insane asylum near Bonn a
week later. Kept there for two
years, he was a victim of strange
fantasies and terrifying noises.
Clara had to stay away to avoid
upsetting him.
Just before his death, Clara visited her old and haggard-lookin- g

:

i

In her words, "He smiled at me
and put bis arms around me with
great difficulty, for he had lost
control of his limbs. Never shall I
forget that moment I would not
give up that embrace for all the
treasures on earth."
He died in her arms and a day
later was buried in the Bonn cemetery.
Johannes Brahms was born in
1833 into a family stricken by
poverty and internal strife.
His father was an indigent musician and his mother was a handi-

capped seamstress. Nonetheless,

his musical talent was quickly recognized by his father, who had his
son trained in piano from an early
age. Soon he was playing in tav-

erns.

At 14, he performed a recital on
which he played one of his own
works.
Unfortunately, poverty kept him
from devoting much time to serious
instead, he was
composition
forced to write hack compositions

country.

conferred the Order of Leopold

a

It was in 1896 at the funeral of
Clara Schumann that he caught a
cold serious enough to aggravate a
sickness from which he had suffered for years: cancer of the liver.
It soon became apparent that he
had little time remaining.
In 1897, Brahms attended his last
concert a performance of his own
Fourth Symphony. Realizing It was
perhaps his last public appearance,
the members of the orchestra and
the audience rose to honor him
when they saw him in the artists's

In 1851, Brahms met Eduard
Remenyi, a Hungarian violinist!
who Invited the youthful composer
to tour with him as an accompanist a role in which he met many
of Germany's most prominent musicians including Joseph Joachim,
world-fame-

who

violinist

d

be-

came an ardent admirer and sincere friend.
Brahms also met Franz Liszt,
who read through some of Brahms'
pieces and praised them highly.
Liszt then proceeded to play a work
of his own for the young composer,
who promptly fell asleep.
The next stop Brahms made, in
Dusseldorf, was perhaps the most
important of his life.
He soon visited Robert Schumann, who eventually consented to
hear the Sonata in G major for
piano. It only took a few bars to
send Schumann scurrying into the
kitchen saying, "Clara, you must
come and hear music such as
you've never heard before.
Brahms then lived with the
for three months. It was
Robert Schumann who first fully
recognized Brahms as a genius,
saying he gives "the highest and
most ideal expression to the tendencies of the times."
The friendship lasted, for when
the news came to Hamburg that
Robert Schumann had been confined to an asylum, he rushed to
their side and lived above the
Schumanns for two years, frequently visiting Robert until Schumann's
death.
His tenderness and affection for
Clara soon ripened into an undisguised love which lasted 40 years.
In 1857 Brahms became music
master to the prince of
Schu-man-

Lippe-detma-

ns

ld

a position which he occupied briefly.
Three years later, he took a post
directing a women's choir in Hamburg. During this time he visited
Vienna, where he soon settled.
Eventually, in 1872, he became
director of the famed Gesell schaft
der Musflcfreunde. His first great
success during this period was Ein
deutsches Requiem, inspired by the
death of his mother and recently
performed here by the Concert
Choir and Wooster Symphony Or-

chestra.
Soon he undertook his four giant
symphonies, which raised him to
the status of a compositional master.
Despite his fame, he remained a
man who brewed his own
simple
driving
himself
apiece,
pennies
for
to the point of breakdown before a coffee and traveled third class.
In 1890 the Emperor of Austria
relative took him to rest in the
.

upon him.

box.
In

her biography of Brahms,
Florence May, described the occa
sion. "A storm of applause broke
out at the end of the first move
ment not to be quieted until the
composer, coming to the front of
the artist's box ... showed himself
to the audience."
"The demonstration was renewed
after the second and third movements- and an extraordinary scene
followed the conclusion of the work.
The applauding, shouting house, its
gaze riveted on the figure standing
in the balcony, so familiar, yet in
its present aspect so strange
seemed unable to let him go."
"Tears ran down his cheeks as he
stood there, shrunken in form, with
lined countenance, strained expres
sion, white hair hanging lank; and
throughout the audience there was
a feeling of a stifled sob, for each
knew that they were saying fare
well. Another outburst of applause,
and vet another. One more acknowlegement from the master. Then
Brahms and his Vienna were part'
ed forever."
One month later he died.
Among the works to be presented
at the festival are a series of
chorale preludes for organ, a moset of
tet two clarinet sonatas, a songs,
piano variations and three
all by Brahms; fantasy pieces for
clarinet and piano, a work for
clarinet viola, and piano and a set
of songs, all by Schumann and a set
of variations on a theme of Schu
mann, by bis wife Clara.
This Saturday's recital win feature faculty members Nancy Gar-lic- k
and Daniel Winter with the
Canton String Quartet, resident
chamber artists of the Canton Symphony Orchestra, in a pair of
Brahms quintets.
All programs start at 7:80 with
the February 18, 24, 25 and 28
recitals scheduled for Mackey Hall
and the February 19 performance
to be held In McGaw ChapeL There
is no admission charge.
-

-

BRAHMS
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Program

Saturday, February , 18,
WORKS

FESTIVAL

SCHUMANN

1984

III

7:30 p.m.

OF JOHANNES

Mackey

BRAHMS

Quintet in B minor for Clarinet and Strings
Quintet in F minor for Piano and Strings
i

NANCY

GARLIC,

clarinet

DANIEL WINTER.

THE CANTON STRING QUARTET

i

pUno

Hall
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Scotties Sail By Big Red

--

V
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Rebound From Malone Setback
By Quincy Adams
February 8 the Scotties lost at
home to M alone 6 in an exciting
battle, but last Saturday they eased
by Denison
to give them a
probable third place finish in the
Centennial Athletic Conference

nine points, four assists and nine

On

rebounds. Lisa Diment finished the
game with a season high 22 points
and grabbed seven rebounds.
Last year's Wooster versus Denison games were the most exciting
of the season. Denison won the first
two contests, but lost to the Scotties
in the CAC Championship. This
year both teams have drastically
changed. The Scotties have no seniors and only four returning women, and Denison has only two returning seniors. Denison was no
match for Wooster' s defense, while
the Seottie offense was awesome.
The Scotties led at the half 0
with Diment scoring eight and Davis six. In the second half the
Scotties' offense was sometimes
sluggish, but the defense was relentless' and held the Big Red to
only 23 points for the entire game.
Barb Davis was high scorer with
ten points followed by Diment,
Smith and Murphy each with eight
Bentler netted seven points and
hauled down twelve boards. Laurie
Potter had eight rebounds, Davis
had seven, and Smith and Diment
each had six."
The Scotties played at Capital
last Tuesday in a game that will be
covered next week along with the
first round of the CAC Tournament.
On Tuesday, February 21 the first
round might be played in Timken
Gymnasium and aired on WCWS 92

69-5-

51-2- 3,

(CAC).
The M alone team is always a
strong one and this year was no
exception. However, injuries sidelined two of their better players
and the Scotties took advantage of
this situation. The Scotties played
tough defense in the first half and
were taking good shots; unfortunately once again the shots were not
falling. The Scotties were down by
4
thirteen points at the half
despite their good play. The reason
for the lopsided scoring was that

.

the Scotties snot a mere 25 percent
from the field. Lisa Diment was the
one brightspot, scoring twelve
points in the first half.
the second half the Scotties
mourned a strong comeback based
upon tough defense and Diment's
hot shooting hand. Diment made'
her first five shots of the second
half. If .B. Bentler went to the foul
line six times and hit them alL The
Scotties came as close as three
points to If alone but were unable to
pull ahead for the win.
Bentler had nine total points in
the game, and ten rebounds. Jackie
Murphy aided the offensive attack
with four .assists, and on defense
recorded six steals. Amy Smith had FM.

Wooster Sports Schedule
Men's Basketball
18
20-2-

Otterbein 7:30
2
OAC North Tournament TBA

Women's Basketball
Feb.

21 CAC

Tournament (Home?)

Men's Swimming

Feb- - 23-2-5

at Oberlin

OAC Championships

Women's Swimming
8
Div.
Feb.
at. Oberlin
16-1-

Feb.

m

State Championship

Lane Line
Judi Flohr. The relay team has
already qualified for nationals.
The team left Wooster yesterday
for the Ohio Division in ChampionThe Women's swim team was ships at Oberlin College.
able to wrap op the dual meet
season with an easy win over the
visiting Ohio Northern University
Polar Bears.
Amy Russ and Betsy Barrett led
the way to victory with two wins
each.' Russ captured the 200 1M.
and the 200 breaststroke while Barrett claimed top spot in the 1000 The Fighting Scots Men's swim
freestyle and the 200 butterfly.
team ended their dual meet season
Jen Rodgers also swam with a tough competitor, Denison
well, winning the 50 freestyle and University. As Head Coach Judi
taking second in the 500. Marrie Flohr pointed out "Wooster has
Neumer chipped in a pair of second never been the kind of team that
places in the 50 and 100 free, concentrates on the dual meets.
swimming her fastest time all sea- For us, the important meet is the
son in the 100.
conference meet and that is where
The 200 freestyle relay team of we will have our good swims."
Neumer, Rodgers. Barrett and Kay
The Scots seemed to be thinking
Schwerzler closed the race on a ahead to that meet as a number of
positive note by winning the race in swimmers turned in stellar pera time that was two seconds faster formances. Scott McLean led the
than their previous best this year. way with a first place finish in the
"It is the fastest 200 free relay that 500 freestyle and a good 50 free that
has been recorded here in about netted him second place. Matt
three years" noted Head Coach Christen grabbed a second place in

Men's Swimming
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the 200 free and his time "will help
us at the conference meet in the 800
free style relay" said Coach Flohr.
Tom P arras also swam well in the
200 free, knocking two seconds off
cf his time from the previous week.
Bill Andrew and Rob Northrup
were both strong in the 400 I.M.
and Flohr noted that this will help
the team get points at conference.
The men took second and third
respectively and the first place
time (4:22.31 by Danielson of Denison) set a new pool record. Laurey
of Denison also set a pool record,
his coming in the 200 freestyle at
1:47.04.

Andy Okun contributed a second
place finish in the 100 backstroke.
"He Just keeps steadily dropping
his times" noted Flohr. "He will do
well at conference." Another swimmer who can look forward to a
good conference meet is freshman
George Miller. His 100 breastsroke
time was bis best all season,
Last week, the Scots had a field
day with the visiting Polar Bears of
Ohio Northern University.
Rob Northrup led the way to
victory, winning both the 1000 and
500 freestyle, and taking second in
the 200 ' backstroke. Bill Andrew
had a good meet, taking first in the
200 freestyle and second in the 200
--

ft

r
SPREADING"

By DON SANDFORD

Women's Swimming

at Kenyon

1

41

Scot swimmer BUI Andrew butterflies his way to a strong finish in last Tuesday's meet against Denison.
Photograph by Mare Miller.

Men's Indoor Track
17

C'

28-1-

37-2-

Feb.
Feb.

-,.--.lv-

:s-:-.J-

iH

butterfly.

Matt Christen also

grabbed a first place, his coming in
the 100 freestyle with what Flohr
called "a good time" for the sophomore,
j,
Senior Dave Gregory and freshman George Miller teamed up in
two events. They took first and
second respectively in the 200
breaststroke. and swam well
enough in the 200 LM. to take third
and fourth.
; The medley relay team of Okun,
Gregory, Christen, and McLean
also dropped some time and swam
a brisk 3:51. "All the signs of
success are there and we should
have a good conference meet"
commented Flohr.
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Trackmen Run
At Otterbein

"

I- -

By DAVID BOOP
With barely half the team on

board the bus, the Men's
indoor track team headed for
home1 of Otterbein College. Illness 'and injuries, which
have plagued; the Scots throughout
the season, multiplied as many
team members stayed in Wooster.
Fortunately, this was merely a
contest so pressure was
taken off those competing at Otternon-scori-
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The four lap relay of Fred Lumpr.
kin, Craig Eisenfelder, James
and Jeff Jones finished in
second place with a respectable-tim- e
of 1.18.8. Two freshmen turned
in fine times in the mile run. Vance
Russell crossed the finish in 4:47.4,
and teammate Bob Jones followed
in 4.49.7. Junior Al Jacobsen
recorded the only victory of the
evening. Jacobsen outdistanced the
field in the 600 yard dash clocking a
1:21.
I

En-gle-

3

Wooster's WP Sheridan nulla up for a short Jumper m first half
John Peterson
actios last week against If uskingum as sophomore
Photograph by Mare
looks oau The SeotTwoo the coolest 47-- tt.
MOer.
i

Film Series
Emphasizes
Diversity

'

Lumpkin, Jones, and Kenyon
Man all completed the 90 in good
time. Engler; turned in a fine 300
yard dash by posting a 36.1. Jones
showed excellent leaping ability by
long jumping 1S'8".
Tonight the Scots ;travel to Kenyon to do battle with the host Lords
and Oberlin in a trimeet Wooster
defeated both opponents two weeks
ago at the Livingston Relays Jn
Denison. but injuries and illness
could prove costly. Coach Jim Bean
is hoping to nurse his squad back to
good health this week. With a
somewhat healthy team, the Scots
.
could do quite welL
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Four sprinters finished the 50

yard dash with identical 6.1's.
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Neataa Fhmge last
Diver Tim Bruno performs his version of the MQer.
. .
Tuesday In the Nataterbna. Pbatograph by Mare
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like to encourage people to go see
films they don't know anything
about or that they haven't heard of.
The purpose is to see a lot of
different kinds. The strength is the
diversity... take a chance to see a
film you may not like... you can
always leave."

Now Delivering

0

Free

.

To Tho Collogo Only

By Abigail B. Chase

Henry Herring. Professor of English, has designed a series of
movies which are being shewn
every Sunday night at T:30 in
M ateer Auditorium unto April 22.
Herring chose these particular
films in order to emphasize different formats of style, production
techniques and acting. He wanted
"different kinds of films for different issues."
The majority of tha films, nine
out of the thirteen, fit n the category of comedy, mystery, or social
film. However, Dr. Stsagelort
(153), directed by Stanley Kubrick; Persona (1168). directed by
- Ingmar Burgman; Vfrfctiasa (1861)
directed by Luis Bunvel and CbUdr
era of Puradise (143) directed by
Marcel Carne were selected because of "the outstanding directors
in their own right"
Children in Paradise, for example, is an "extraordinary film that
uses a lot of kinds of things mories
do best like acting and pantomime.
The film is funny; There are gangsters being chased through the
streets. "There is a great example
of the fantastic in the crowd scenes
of Paris' Herring feels that
the
fame's creation is "one inof film
outstanding achievements
history."
t
"All of the films are excellent,
some are more straightforward."
Th film are "medal favorites' af
Herring's. Said the professor, "I'd.
--

Job Market For '84 Grads
Is Finally Bouncing Back
Continued from

,
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grads. Startthat: "demand is stronger." and 643 of all four-yethat "the curve is moving in a ing salaries for agriculture and
marketing majors will hover
positive direction for a change."
ar

-

"There will be heavy emphasis
on electrical engineering and com-

puter science majors." he says,
"although chemical and petroleum
engineers will bare a more difficult
:
time this year." : :".
The upturn has been coming
gradually. In August. 183, College
Press Service reported a growing
sense of optimism among campus
placement directors that the end of
the recession and the coming of an
election year signaled better times
ahead for collegiate job seekers.
And in an October, 1883 CPS
article, both Shingleton and Lindqu-1- st
accurately predicted the upbeat
results of their 1984 jobs forecasts.
Geographically, Shingleton says,
the southwest, southeast, and south
central sections of the eoontry will
have the best job opportunities. The
northeast, midwest, and northwest
regions will be the worst areas for

around 817,500, and accounting majoexpect to earn about.

rs-can

818,600.

a't 814,778
Education majors
at
and human ecology grads
813,817
have the dubious distincmajors
tion of being the lowest-paifor the coming year.
Mf- Even with their rosy predictions
for the coming year, however, both
studies caution that graduates will
still have plenty of competition for
job openings.
"It's still a buyer's market,"
Linquist warns, "it win be very
competitive, and if students are
going to be successful they'll have
to be aggressive in their search."
And while the market may look
brighter for grads with masters
and bachelors degrees, - Ph.Ds may
have a harder time than ever
.,
.
finding employment.
A new Princeton University' report predicts that there will be
to the HSU Studv. three times as many Ph.Ds floodAcenrdin
ing the academic job market as
electrical engineers .win
at szs. Uiere are jobs avaOableUgthem.
highest starting sauries

'
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fear of penalization. Too often at
institutions professors are taught to
teach the truths of society and to
conform with the hazard of unemployment as the motivating factor.
The system attempts to be as fair
as possible and produce the best
faculty; there is no right way to
decide who shall be tenured."
Daniel Calhoun of the History

Tenure Process
Continued from Page

1

quest.

The nominee is asked to prepare
his or credentials including teacher

evaluations, research and publications. A list of students who have
done Independent Studies with the
professor, or upper class members
familiar with the instructors teaching capabilities, is also requested.
These students are responsible for
completing comprehensive written
evaluations with which the professor in question may be reviewed.
In mid March, the Tenure Committee reviews the department recommendation, individual material
and evaluations with the basic
of (1) teaching excellence (2)
scholarship (3) research and (4)
general value to the College, such
as advising ability.
Following the review sessions the
Committee recommends the tenure
prospect to the President who in
turn relays the request to the
Board of Trustees. If a professor
has not been reviewed for tenure
by his or her tenth contract year he
or she is automatically tenured.
The justification for tenure is,
according to President
protection of academic
freedom."
Political Science professor Frank
Miller, spoke openly about tenure
explaining "I am a beneficiary of
I would not happily or easily
it
give it up. It provides the professor
with the option to express his or
her personal judgemnet without a
eri-ter-

Cope-land,"t-

is very demoralizing for younger
faculty to know you are better
and not to have a chance. I dont
believe this college would be in

freedom."

'

A

ehanel liturgies.

The music will include Scbaffe in
mir. Gott. On. 29. No. 2. Johannes
Brahms: Magnificat in G Minor,
Charles V. Stanford: Zadok the
PriesL G.T. Handel: and I Was
Glad When they Said Unto Me, C.
Hubert H. Parry.

Wooster
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Sunday, February 19, The College
of Wooster Chorus will provide a
worship service devoted entirely to
the musical praise of God at Westminster Church. Worship is at 10:30
a.m. in McGaw Chapel.
The form of this worship has its
rnnt in the colleriate chapels of
medieval universities. The order of
this worship is only a slightly
altered form of sixteenth century

"A BOOKSTORE... AND MORE!!!"
V

lished every five years.
"This is a wonderful addition to
the creative writing program at
Wooster," said Mr. Allen. "The
Academy of American Poets Prize
is a national contest that is a part
of every major writing program in
the country." Prize winners of the
college prize have included Sylvia
Plath, Louise Gluck, Gregory Orr
and Larry Levis.

of UUsfer

"The College

2H VtonLtJce OXtOtfAM
The Collece of

Page l

awarded.
The winner or winners of The
Academy of American PoetsCora
Owlett La tier Prize will be sent a
check from The Academy of American Poets. Moreover, the winning
poem or poems will be eligible for
inclusion in the academy's anthology of college prize winners, select-led by an eminent poet (this year's
(editor is May Swenson) and pub

Woo Chorus

he

Continued from

The Wooster Review prizes will be

Department feels "tenure has

Sings Liturgy

Poetry Prize Established
With Help Of Endowment

jeopardy without tenure, there
wouldn't be inhibited academic

practically the reverse effect on
teaching. Everyone tends to become less dangerous in the classroom. In the 50s it was very
important but I don't think it has
the effect it did. Competition for it

on
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